In this paper we are studying the tolerance of Hopfield neural network for storage and recalling of fingerprint images. The feature extraction of these images is performed with FFT, DWT and SOM. These feature vectors are stored as associative memory in Hopfield Neural Network with Hebbian learning and Pseudoinverse learning rules. The objective of this study is to determine the optimal weight matrix for efficient recalling of the memorized pattern for the presented noisy or distorted and incomplete prototype patterns from the Hopfield network. This study also explores the tolerance in Hopfield neural network for reducing the effect of false minimas in the recalling process. Besides this the capabilities of learning rules for pattern storage is also analyzed. This study also exhibits the analysis as pattern storage networks for feature vectors obtained from SOM with FFT and DWT
INTRODUCTION
Hopfield Network is probably the best known example of a Recurrent neural network working as associative memory [1, 2] for pattern storage and recalling of any type of graphical image patterns. These pattern storage networks with their energy surfaces behave similar to the associative memory architectures of the brain where the complete information can be recalled given only partial knowledge of the information content [3] . The dynamical behavior of the neuron states strongly depends on the synaptic strength between neurons and the used state updating scheme [4] . The specification of the synaptic weights is conventionally referred to as learning. Initially Hopfield used Hebbian learning to determine the network weights and since then a number of learning rules have been suggested to improve its performance [5, 6] . The Hebbian rule has associated with it the advantages of being local and incremental. This means that the update of a particular connection depends on the information available on either side of the connection and also patterns can be incrementally added to the network. This learning rule exhibits the following limitations:
The maximum capacity with binary input, as suggested by Hopfield, is limited to just 0.15N, if small errors in recalling are allowed. This was later revised to 0.138N (Amit, Gutfreund, Sompolinsky) using replica method [7] . While with bipolar patterns the capacity is N N 2 log 2 , where N is the number of neurons in the network [2] .
The recall efficiency of the network deteriorates as the number of patterns stored in the network increases [8, 9] . The network's ability to correct noisy patterns is also extremely limited and deteriorates with packing density of the network.
New patterns could hardly be associated to the stored patterns.
Since Hebbian rule had the above mentioned limitations, other learning rules were considered to improve upon the learning behavior of the Hopfield Network. Pseudoinverse Rule is one of them. The standard Pseudoinverse rule is known to be better than the Hebbian rule in terms of the capacity, recall efficiency and pattern correction [2, 10] . The network capacity is of the order of L/N (where L represents the number of patterns in the network and N the number of neurons) and the retrieval efficiency falls sharply as the capacity approaches 0.5N [11, 12] . But Pseudoinverse rule is neither local nor incremental as compared to the Hebbian rule. These problems can be solved by modifying the rule in such a way that some characteristics of Hebbian learning are also incorporated such that locality and incrementality is ensured. Therefore the weight matrix is first calculated using Hebbian rule and then the Pseudoinverse of the weight matrix is calculated. This method may overcome the locality and incrementality problems associated with the Pseudoinverse rule. This exploration of the learning rule is implemented in the proposed study for the performance analysis of Hopfield neural network to ensure efficient pattern recalling.
Pattern recalling for the memorized patterns is considered effectively if the pattern information is encoded sufficiently and efficiently. To accomplish the efficient pattern information the features from the input stimuli should be extracted firmly. There are various methods in literature that have been proposed for the feature extraction [13, 14, 15] to consider the task of associative memory phenomenon in Hopfield neural network architecture. In this context the methods like Fast Fourier Transform, Discrete Wavelet Transform and Self Organizing Maps have been identified as good ways for forming the pattern vectors to encode them into the pattern storage network as bidirectional autoassociative memory. Frequency domain filtering i.e. FFT and Space domain filtering i.e. DWT have proved to explore different aspects of the pattern spaces [13, 14, 16] .
Self-Organizing Maps [17, 18] encompass a number of characteristics which bear similarities to the way the human brain is thought to work. It is thought that a set of neurons through learning experiences can specialize in the identification of certain types of patterns [19] . Further it has been proved through a number of medical research cases that specific parts of the brain are responsible for specific tasks [19] . The same capability forms the basis of SOM functionality. The information is organized spatially and similar concepts are mapped to adjacent areas of the network. SOMs can thus be effectively used for clustering purposes. Apart from clustering, SOMs can also be used for dimensionality reduction. SOMs provide low dimensional representation of high-dimensional data akin to multidimensional scaling. SOMs transform an incoming pattern of arbitrary dimension into one or twodimensional discrete map adaptively in a topologically ordered fashion. These maps learn to recognize groups of similar input vectors in such a way that neurons physically near each other in the neuron layer respond to similar input vectors. They provide a quantization of the image samples into a topological space where inputs that are nearby in the original space are also nearby in the output space, thereby providing dimensionality reduction and invariance to minor changes in the image sample. Pattern storage for continuum features as the input data can be characterized with the self organizing map and the Hopfield energy function analysis [20] . Map determines the feature mapping for the patterns with the continuum features. Iterations of the competitive learning between the input and the feedback output layer reduce the neighbouring region in the processing elements of feedback layer. On each iteration of this learning the used activation dynamics of the feedback layer leads the network towards the stable state. The feedback layer, which behaves as the Hopfield neural network, at the equilibrium stable state reflects the stored pattern at the minimum energy state. It reflects that we may explore the possibilities of mapping of the features from the pattern space to the feature space and simultaneously encode the presented patterns. The pattern vectors that consist with common features correspond to the same stable state of the pattern storage network.
In the proposed work we are studying and analyzing the tolerance of pattern storage networks of Hopfield type neural network for storage and recall for fingerprint images. The images obtained as scanned samples are first preprocessed and then filtered using FFT and DWT methods and then stored in the Hopfield Network. The storage capacity and recall efficiency of the Hopfield Network with the two categories of memorized images, when it is trained with Hebbian rule and with Pseudoinverse rule, will be tested. The next set of experiments is conducted to test the efficiency of the Hopfield Neural network for pattern recalling of the memorized images(filtered with either FFT or DWT) when the feature vectors are obtained with the Self Organizing maps. This will test the mapping of Self Organizing Maps with Hopfield Network. The pattern storage in the Hopfield network is effected through Hebbian and Pseudoinverse rules. The storage capacity and recall efficiency of such SOM-Hopfield network is also tested and analyzed. The results of the simulations are compared with each other.
The simulation results show marginal enhancement in storage capacity and recall efficiency of the Hopfield neural network for the memorized and noisy feature vectors obtained from DWT filtering as compared to those obtained from FFT filtering with both Hebbian and Pseudoinverse learning rules. The next simulation i.e. SOM to Hopfield mapping shows drastic change in the performance. The network with FFT feature vectors almost collapses, with storage capacity reducing drastically with both Hebbian and Pseudoinverse rules. The recall efficiency with noisy patterns is also extremely limited. On the other hand with DWT feature vectors the storage capacity and recall efficiency with noisy patterns is substantially enhanced with both learning rules.
The paper is organized in following sections. Section 2 describes the FFT and DWT as the methods for the feature extraction to create feature vectors for the input patterns. In section 3 the pattern storage network i.e. Hopfield Network and the two learning rules i.e Hebbian and Pseudoinverse used for storing the patterns are described. The next section describes the Self Organizing Maps. Section 5 depicts the simulation design and results. Observations, discussions of the obtained results and the future scope are specified in the last section followed by references in the last.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
The feature extraction algorithms extract unique information from the images [13] . The pattern set used for the current study and analysis are scanned fingerprint images of multiple individuals. The images are not of perfect quality and thus require enhancement methods to reveal the fine details of the images which may remain uncovered due to insufficient ink or imperfect impressions. Hence images are preprocessed before converting them to suitable patterns for further processing. The images are first scanned as RGB images and then converted to Grayscale to retain the fine details in the images. After that the images are enhanced and made sharper using histogram equalization techniques. The resultant image is characterized by a histogram which is evenly spread as compared to a single peak in the original image depicting that the colors have been evenly spread to cover the entire 256 gray level spectrum. The image is finally converted into a binary image by thresholding about this histogram peak. The figure (1) depicts the different steps for preprocessing task. The efficiency of the adopted feature extraction method decides to a great extent the quality of the image for further processing. Therefore we are employing method of FFT and DWT for feature extraction to consider the pattern for storage.
Fast Fourier Transform
Images are mathematically represented as a function of spatial variable f(x,y). 
The values F(p,q) are the FFT coefficients of f(x,y).
We apply FFT on our binarized images producing the FFT transform. The filtered transform is then subjected to Inverse Transform to produce the refined images. Figure ( 2) represents the modified image after the FFT filtering of the binarized image. 
Discrete Wavelet Transform
Frequency based analysis slowly and steadily paved way to scale-based analysis when it started to become clear that an approach measuring average fluctuations at different scales might prove less sensitive to noise. Since, wavelets are characterized by scale and position; they are useful in analyzing variations in signals and images, which are best characterized in terms of scale and position. A wavelet is a waveform of effectively limited duration that has an average value of zero. When compared to sine waves, which form the basis of Fourier analysis, we realize that sinusoids do not have a limited duration and they extend from minus to plus infinity. Sinusoids being smooth and predictable, wavelets tend to be irregular and asymmetric.
Fourier analysis consists of expressing the original image in terms of the sum of basis functions which are the sinusoids of different frequencies. Wavelet analysis, on the other hand, expresses the original image in terms of a sum of basis functions, which are the shifted and scaled versions of the original (or mother) wavelet [13] . DWT cannot be described by one single equation or transform pair. Instead each DWT is characterized by a transform function pair or set of parameters that define the pair. The various transforms are related by the fact that their expansion functions are small waves or the socalled wavelets of varying frequencies and limited durations. Transform functions also called the wavelets are obtained from a single prototype wavelet called mother wavelet by dilations and shifting as:
Where, a is the scaling parameter and b is the shifting parameter. The transform functions can be represented by three separable 2-D wavelets and one separable 2-D scaling function , , ,...,
where N=1 to 900
All the image pattern vectors are presented to the feedback network for storage in the form of a comprehensive matrix of order N x L as:
Where L is the total number of images or patterns stored in the network and each pattern is a vector of order N x 1, where the value of N is 900.
HOPFIELD NEURAL NETWORK
The proposed Hopfield Model to store the L number of patterns each of which is of order N x 1 consists of N processing units and N*N connection strengths. 
Pattern Storage
Hebbian Rule: The Hebbian Rule to store L patterns is given by the summation of correlation matrices for each pattern as: 
The weight matrix thus obtained is normalized over all N. Hence the normalized weight matrix is given by
The same weight matrix can be computed from pattern vectors as below:
Thus after the final learning for all patterns, the final weight matrix can be represented as: Pseudoinverse Rule: The next rule which is used to store the patterns in the hopfield neural network is Pseudoinverse Rule. The standard Pseudoinverse rule is known to be better than the Hebbian rule in terms of the capacity, recall efficiency and pattern correction [2, 10] . The network capacity is of the order of L/N and the retrieval efficiency falls sharply as the capacity approaches 0.5N [11, 12] .
Considering the training set P of patterns which contain L patterns each of size N, the pseudoinverse weight matrix is given
where P is the matrix whose rows are n x and † P is its pseudoinverse [8, 9] .
But Pseudoinverse rule is neither local nor incremental as compared to the Hebbian rule. These problems can be solved by modifying the rule in such a way that some characteristics of Hebbian learning are also incorporated such that locality and incrementality is ensured. Hence the weight matrix is first calculated using Hebbian rule stated in equation (3.1.9) then the pseudoinverse of the weight matrix can be obtained as: 
Pattern Recall
Once the pattern set P has been stored in the Hopfield neural network using either the Hebbian or the Pseudoinverse rule, it is required that the performance of the network be tested for the memorized patterns, their noisy variants and also for incomplete pattern information. For this, the process of recalling is considered, whereby a test pattern, which can be the memorized pattern or its noisy form, is input into the network and the network is allowed to evolve through its activation dynamics. The output state of the network is then tested for resemblance with one of the expected stable states.
Consider a memorized pattern X and its noisy or distorted form 
SELF ORGANIZING MAPS
Self Organizing Maps are single layer feed forward neural networks where the output syntaxes are arranged in low dimensional i.e. 2D or 3D grid. The neurons are placed at the nodes of an n-dimensional lattice. Each input is connected to all output neurons. Attached to every neuron there is a weight vector with the same dimensionality as the input vectors. SOMs differ from competitive layers in the way that neighboring neurons in the self organizing map learn to recognize neighboring sections of the input space. Thus, self organizing maps learn both the distribution and the topology of the input vectors. The neurons are connected to adjacent neurons by a neighborhood relation, which dictates the topology and structure of the map. The basic algorithm of SOM can be described as:
SOM Algorithm SOM is trained iteratively. All weights are initially set to small random values.
Step 1: Competitive Process: For each input pattern, each neuron computes its value for a discriminant function. The neuron with the highest value is declared the winner. Step 2: Cooperative Process: The winning neuron determines the spatial location of a topological neighborhood of excited neurons. The neurons in the neighborhood may then cooperate. The importance of the neighborhood lies in the fact that weight adjustment is done only for the neurons that lie in the neighborhood of the winning neuron. Further the size of the neighborhood shrinks with time thus localizing the area of maximum activity.
Step 3: Synaptic Adaptation: Excited neuron and all the neurons in its activated neighborhood increase their values of the discriminant function in relation to the current input pattern by weight adjustment. The rule for weight update can be defined as: The adaptive process has the following two stages:
Self Organizing Phase: This is an iterative phase where topological ordering of weight vectors is done. The phase starts with learning close to 0.1 and decreases it gradually but keeps it above 0.01. The neighborhood centered on the winner initially includes almost all neurons but slowly shrinks to only a couple of neighboring neurons.
Convergence Phase: It is used for fine tuning the map. The number of iterations is approximately 500 times the number of neurons. The learning rate is maintained at a small value i.e. 0.01 and the neighborhood is further decreased to only one or zero neighbors.
It is well known that, the self-organizing maps can be used for the feature mapping [22] . The feature map can often be effectively used for the feature extraction from the input data for their recognition or, if the neural network is a regular twodimensional array, to project and visualize high dimensional signal spaces on such a one or two dimensional display [23] . Thus, the self-organizing map is an effective tool for the visualization of the high dimensional data in reduced dimensions. It converts the non-linear statistical relationship between high dimensional data into simple geometric relationships of their image points on a low dimensional display, usually a regular two-dimensional grid of nodes. It is used to deal for the patterns which represent the continuity in the feature space. The features extracted from the SOM can be used as patterns for storing or encoding in the feedback neural network of Hopfield type. The associative memory feature of Hopfield neural network for pattern storage and their recalling can be accomplished to incorporate symmetric feedback synaptic interconnection between the processing units of the output layer in self organizing map. The processing units of the grid in SOM i.e. the feedback neural network architecture for the pattern storage are considered as bipolar units. Obviously it is quite interesting to incorporate feedback connections among the processing units of grid in SOM for pattern recognition [22, 24] . It follows the competitive learning in unsupervised mode with non-linear output function for units in the feedback layer as shown in the figure 7 [20] .
In this network, the processing elements of the feedback layer i.e. grid of SOM are fully interconnected with the symmetric connection strength represented with weight vector M. The processing elements of the input layers are connected to each of the processing element of the feedback layer with connection strength represented with weight vector W. The presented input pattern to the network is K-dimensional with continuum features, applied one at a time. The network trained to map the similarities in the set of input patterns and at any given time only few of the input may be turned on. That is, only the corresponding links are activated to accomplish the aim of capturing the features in the space of input pattern and the connections are like soft wiring dictated by the unsupervised learning mode in which the network is expected to work [25] . There are several ways of implementing the feature mapping process. In one of the method, output layer is organized into predefined receptive fields, and the unsupervised learning should perform the feature mapping by activating the appropriate connections [26] [27] [28] .
Another method of implementing the feature mapping process is to use the architecture of a competitive learning network with on center off surround type of connections among units, but at each stage the weights are updated not only for the winning units, but also for the units in its neighborhood [7] . This neighborhood region may be progressively reduced during learning. Let us consider the set of input variables {x i } defined as the real Hence, during learning the nodes those are topographically close up to certain geometric distance will activate each other to learn from the same input vector X and the weights associated with the winning unit P and its neighboring units r are updated as: learning rate constant (0<  <1) and the parameter  define the width of the Gaussian function. The  will gradually decrease to reduce the neighborhood region in successive iterations of the training process. Therefore, with this mechanism of competitive learning, the SOM is able to learn in unsupervised mode the feature mapping of the input pattern with continuum feature space.
SIMULATION DESIGN AND RESULTS
In this simulation design and implementation experiments to design the proposed Hopfield Neural Network will be considered with 900 processing units. This feedback neural network is trained for pattern storage with two learning rules i.e. Hebbian Rule and Pseudoinverse Rule. The patterns being considered for storage have been preprocessed and filtered through FFT and DWT separately. In these experiments we are analyzing the storage capacity and recall efficiency for the memorized patterns from this neural network with the two learning rules. The pattern storage can be described in algorithmic form as. Thereafter the process of recalling is initiated for prototype input patterns of already memorized patterns. The recall efficiency provides an indication of the storage capacity of the network. The network is also analyzed for noisy prototype input or incomplete patterns. The test prototype pattern is input to the Hopfield network and then its activation dynamics starts iteration. The network finally settles into one of the stable states. This stable state corresponds to one of the memorized pattern that the input prototype pattern best matches. This recall has the possibility of settling into false minima. The network's efficiency with new patterns not memorized in the network is also checked that whether it is able to associate it to one of the memorized patterns during its convergence cycle or to some false minima or no recognition at all. The pattern recall can be described in algorithmic form as: neurons is able to perfectly store 150 patterns and thereafter stops recalling one or the other memorized pattern. The preprocessing in terms of FFT or DWT filtering of the patterns does not impact this capacity. On the other hand with Pseudoinverse learning the storage capacity is sufficiently enhanced and even 400 memorized patterns are correctly recalled.
Pattern Storage Hopfield Hebbian Rule ()
The results depicting the recall efficiency of the Hopfield Network for prototype noisy patterns filtered with FFT and DWT have been shown in Table 1 . The graph in figure (4) diagrammatically depicts the analysis specified in Table 1 .
The recall efficiency has been analyzed at various packing densities of the network i.e. 40, 70, 100, 130, 150, 180, 200 and 230 patterns. At all packing densities the prototype patterns were distorted by explicitly introducing noise upto percentages as 30%, 40% and 50% by modifying 270, 360 and 450 bits respectively. The results are clearly in favour of the modified form of Pseudoinverse rule. The Pseudoinverse rule performs best with DWT filtered patterns with the performance dropping marginally with FFT filtered patterns at all packing densities. The rule is seen performing well even at packing density of 200 and thereafter slowly starts degrading for high distortion levels in the prototype patterns. It is also observed that the occurrence of false minima is negligible at lower distortions but at 50% distortion the network depicts a tendency of settling into false minima for some of the patterns. The Hebbian rule similarly shows better recall efficiency with DWT filtered patterns than with FFT filtered patterns. The recall efficiency and performance of Hebbian rule starts degrading beyond the packing density of 100 patterns Now, the next experiment is conducted for feature extraction with SOM and mapped into the Hopfield neural network. In this simulation the input images preprocessed with either FFT or DWT and compressed using SOM before storing them into the Pattern Storage Network. The training set of L patterns is fed through a sequential algorithm into the Self Organizing Map of dimension 10 x 10 and with hexagonal topology. The storage of input patterns into SOM can be described with the following algorithms. The 100 feature vector of 900 x 1 input vectors of images are generated by SOM and these are converted into bipolar vectors. These pattern vectors are passed as input to the Pattern Storage Network. The pattern storage is done with hebbian and pseudoiverse rules as per the algorithms already stated. Recalling of the patterns involves presenting a prototype or noisy pattern for the already memorized patterns as input to the trained SOM. SOM in response will map it to the BMU (Best Matching Unit) in the grid map. The codeword corresponding to the BMU is then presented to the Hopfield network and the pattern recalled is the one that best matches the prototype input. The Hopfield network with memorized patterns encoded with hebbian and pseudoinverse will behave differently for the prototype input patterns and their noisy variants. The network is also analysed for noisy variants of the memorized patterns. Such patterns when presented to SOM, are mapped to the neuron with closest weight values termed the BMU. The codebook vector of the BMU is converted to feature vector and mapped to Hopfield Network. The Hopfield network starts iterating and settles into one of the stable states. This stable state corresponds to one of the memorized patterns or to false minima. The recall process for this SOM-Hopfield mapping can be depicted in the following algorithm as: Table 2 . Figure (6) shows a graph depicting a comparative analysis of the storage capacities of the Hopfield network in the two simulations discussed in this work It shows clearly that the Hopfield Network has uniform results when it trained with FFT and DWT filtered patterns using Hebbian and Pseudoinverse rules and also that the pseudoinverse rule outperforms in both cases. On the other hand the SOM-Hopfield (designated SH) mapped network shows contrasting results. The SOM-Hopfield network when trained with FFT filtered patterns shows poor results as compared to the Hopfield network. The storage capacity with hebbian rule is reduced to 70 (which in mathematical terms can be represented as
Self Organizing Map
while that with Pseudoinverse rule is reduced to 100. But on the other hand the same network when trained with DWT filtered patterns shows enhanced storage capacity with both the learning rules. With hebbian rule the capacity increases to 250 patterns which can be expressed in mathematical notation as 0.28N while with pseudoinverse rule the capabilities are further enhanced and even 600 i.e. beyond 0.5N memorized patterns are perfectly recalled. Table 2 shows the pattern recall ability of the SOM-Hopfield network for the noisy variants of the FFT and DWT feature vectors and the same is graphically depicted in Figure (7). As is evident the network performs well with DWT filtered patterns as compared to the FFT filtered patterns. Here again the performance was analyzed at various packing densities of the network, with varied distortion percentages in the input prototype patterns. It is observed that the SOM-Hopfield network receiving FFT filtered patterns shows degraded performance with both the learning rules at packing density as low as 40. While the network receiving DWT filtered patterns shows sufficiently enhanced recall efficiency with both rules. With Hebbian rule the network performs well upto 100 patterns and thereafter starts degrading. While with Pseudoinverse rule the network performs sufficiently well with upto 310 patterns in the network and starts degrading slowly thereafter. The results obtained with DWT filtered patterns depict an improvement over the results depicted for the Hopfield network in Table 1 (Appendix A). But it is also observed from the results that the occurrence of false minima has increased in this network as compared to that depicted in table 1. 0   50   100   150   200   250   30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%  30%  40%  50%   40 patterns  70 patterns  100 patterns  130 patterns  150 patterns  180 450   20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50  20  30  40  50   40  70  100  130  150  180  200  230  250  280  310  330 
CONCLUSIONS
Pattern Storage networks have been used to efficiently store and recall the prototype patterns. The learning method used traditionally has been Hebbian learning, which has with it a number of efficiency issues particularly related to the limited storage capacity and recall efficiency of the noisy prototypes. This can be taken care of by modifying the learning rule and also by adopting better methods of feature extraction.
Experiments conducted in the current paper have tested both. The Pseudoinverse learning rule in this paper has been modified in such a way that it improves the storage and recall efficiency of the Hopfield network, a characteristic of the standard Pseudoiverse rule, and also incorporates some of the advantages of Hebbian rule such as locality and incremental learning. The feature extraction mechanisms chosen for this paper i.e. FFT, DWT and SOM have been implemented with Hebbian learning and with the modified Pseudoinverse learning and the results analyzed and compared. It has been analyzed through the simulation design that t he efficiency of the Hopfield network can be enhanced by training it with modified Pseudoinverse rule instead of Hebbian rule. The Hopfield network performs better when the prototype patterns presented to it have been filtered through FFT and DWT and the feature vectors thus produced are stored into the network. The two methods have almost the same results but DWT slightly outperforms FFT. The efficiency of the Hopfield network can be further enhanced when the feature vectors produced by FFT and DWT are first compressed with SOM and the compressed feature spaces are input to the Hopfield network. Here the network receiving DWT filtered patterns performs well and improves both the storage capacity and recall efficiency but network receiving FFT filtered patterns performs poorly.
The following observations have been made during the implementation of the simulation design and analysis of the Hopfield neural network for pattern recalling of the memorized pattern vectors of the scanned images.
The capability of the Hopfield neural network in terms of the pattern correction and recall efficiency with both FFT and DWT Filtered patterns has been analyzed. The capability of the network is tested with the two learning rules i.e Hebbian and Pseudoinverse. It is observed that the Network performs marginally well with the DWT Filtered patterns with both the rules. The two rules when compared, it is clear that Pseudoinverse rule has far better performance with both the categories of patterns.
Further the rate of occurrence of false minima is sufficiently low with both the categories of patterns. Here also the results are comparable but somewhat better with DWT filtered patterns.
The pattern correction and recall efficiency of the Hopfield neural network for the memorized patterns when features are extracted with SOM has been tested. Here again the capability of the network is tested with the two learning rules for the two categories of patterns. The network performs extremely well and better than the stand alone Hopfield network with the DWT filtered patterns for both the rules. But performance is poor with the FFT Filtered patterns, where even with 40 patterns in the network trained with Hebbian rule, the network is able to perfectly recall only 22 patterns at merely 20% distortions. This capability is only slightly enhanced with the Pseudoinverse rule. On the other hand when DWT Filtered patterns are fed into the network, the pattern correction and recall efficiency is sufficiently enhanced and is found to be better than the stand alone Hopfield network. Further the Pseudoinverse rule outperforms the Hebbian rule here as well.
The rate of occurrence of false minima in this network is quite high. When even 30% distorted patterns are entered into the network, the network associates them to one of the pre-stored patterns, that they resemble the most. In this case also the FFT Filtered patterns produce more false minima than the DWT filtered patterns. Hence the distorted or noisy patterns are associated to either their perfect counterparts or to some other patterns stored in the network.
The poor results obtained with FFT than DWT for all cases can be attributed to the reduced hamming distance between the patterns created by FFT than with DWT. The increase in the occurrence of false minima in the SOM-Hopfield network can be attributed to overlapping of the feature spaces. Hence the distorted feature vectors when presented to the network tend to get associated to the pre-stored patterns that they most closely resemble.
The tolerance of Pattern storage network has been explored in this paper. The aim is to enhance the storage capacity and the pattern correction and recall efficiency of the network. The results from the experiment have been quite encouraging. But still there are various scopes and dimensions to undertake the research in this area like the use of evolutionary algorithms for SOM-Hopfield neural network to improve the recall efficiencies.
